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Nick Chater

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural
Principles for Building Back Better

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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Covid-induced changes are potentially substantial

•

Home/flexible working

•

Reducing business travel

•

Changing ‘economic geography’

•

Shifting to digital

•

Home delivery vs high street

•

Some may reduce GHG emissions; others may not

Can the crisis help us “build back better”?

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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3 key behavioural principles

1. The power law of practice
2. The mind as a “comparison machine”
3. Renegotiating the social contract

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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1. The Power Law of Practice

18+35=53

Across
entire
industries

•
•
•

Switching to new behaviours is hard (and individuals and companies)
W e get faster and more efficient predictably
The longer lockdown/social distancing is in place, the more likely new behaviours will be more efficient than the old

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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2. The mind as a “comparison machine”

•
•
•
•

W e are more adaptable than we think!
So many adaptations may seem challenging, but will actually be “painless” (e.g., dietary change, less travel)
But not for everything
Crucial test: increasing or decreasing satisfaction with new behaviours over time?

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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3. Renegotiating the social contract

•

People can, by mutual agreement, change the ‘rules’ of
appropriate behaviour remarkably quickly

•

W hich rules will “stick” depends on how much we see the
new logic of behaviour as:
•
•

•

Specific to the emergency, or the way of the future
We need Net Zero to help shape which rules we
retain (e.g., reducing carbon intensive activities
such as aviation)

vs

Crucial question re: handshakes, home-working, in
person meetings, zooms, survival of the office, air
travel…

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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Summary

The challenge of building back greener is urgent; and need
us to work with the grain of human behaviour. Three key
principles can help guide the way forward:
1. The power law of practice: Make sure we maintain
“green” behaviours.
Crucial question: what have we been “practicing” and how
much quicker are we?
2. The comparison machine: Getting to like what is good for
the planet
Crucial question: what are we getting to like more or less as
lock-down progresses?
3. Renegotiating the social contract
Crucial question: which new norms are seen as “emergency
measures” vs “the way of the future”

Net Zero after Covid: Behavioural Principles for Building Back Better
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Individual action in the Sixth Carbon Budget

Sixth Carbon Budget overview

Sixt h Carbon Budget overview
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“It will not be possible to get
close to meeting a Net Zero
target without engaging with
people or by pursuing an
approach that focuses only on
supply-side changes”
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Emissions abatement
Meeting the Sixth Carbon Budget requires
actions across four key areas

Sixt h Carbon Budget overview
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Delivering Net Zero
Role of behavioural and societal change in
meeting the Sixth Carbon Budget

Source: CCC Analy sis

Sixt h Carbon Budget overview
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Individual action in the Sixth Carbon Budget

Surface Transport

Surface Trans port
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Surface Transport
The role of societal and behaviour change in
meeting the Sixth Carbon Budget

In the Balanced
Pathway, surface
transport
emissions reduce
by around 70% to
32 MtCO2e by
2035 and to
around 1 MtCO2e
by 2050

Low carbon
technologies
or fuels not
behaviour
change
5%

Largely
societal or
behaviour
changes
19%

Largely takeup of low
carbon
technologies
76%

Surface Trans port
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Demand reduction - cars
The Balanced Pathway results in a 17% reduction in car
demand by 2050. This is driv en by 3 factors:
1. Societal and technology behaviour change

3. Increases in ride sharing,

2. Modal shift to more sustainable modes

Surface Trans port
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Demand reduction – van and HGV s
Opportunities to reduce freight demand more
limited than for passenger travel
I n the Balanced pathway:
• Van demand reduction
focussed on parcel deliv ery
sector, w ith a 3% reduction by
2030.
• Opportunities for technology
take-up and behav iour change
could reduce HGV demand by
8% by 2050.

Surface Trans port
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Surface transport
Take up of zero emission vehicles
Sales of new zero emissions cars and HGVs need to scale up rapidly, reaching 100% by
2032 for cars and almost 100% by 2040 for HGVs
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Individual action in the Sixth Carbon Budget

Agriculture and Land Use

Agricult ure and Land Use
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Changes in land use
Transformation in land use now to 2050

15%

10%
5%

Agricultural land
Land use in 2019

Forestry, agroforestry and
bioenergy

Surplus land
released

Other

Settlements

Restored
peatland

Energy crops
& SRF

Agro-forestry
& hedgerows

Forestry

Rough grazing

0%
Temp
grassland

• This requires action by consumers and land
managers.

20%

Permanent
Grassland

• W e need to use around 70% of this land for
actions to sequester and reduce CO2.

25%

Cropland

• Around one-third of agricultural land is freed
up through changes in output and more
efficient farming practices.

30%

Proportion of UK
land area

• To meet the Sixth Carbon Budget pathway for
the land sector requires improving agricultural
productivity and freeing up land for active
restoration of natural habitats.

Other

Land use in 2050
Balanced Net Zero Pathway

Source: CCC Analy sis

Agricult ure and land use
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Agriculture and land
Consumer action
Diet change

Meat and dairy are the most carbon and land
intensive protein sources.

Food w aste reduction

•

•

W e waste around one-third of all food
produced for human consumption.

•

Reducing consumption of these proteins is
essential to meat climate and biodiversity goals.

•

•

Our scenarios assume per capita reduction in
meat and dairy of 20-50%.

Reducing waste across the supply chain is a
win-win for households, farmers and the
climate.

•

W e need to build on current trends in
vegetarian and flexitarian diets.

Our scenarios assume food waste can be
cut by 50-70% by 2050.

•

This requires action by consumers and the
wider food supply chain.

•
•

It requires supermarkets and food
manufacturers to actively promote plant-based
options.

Agricult ure and land use
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Agriculture and land
All measures for farmers and land managers
require some kind of behaviour change
These need to address barriers around knowledge and skills and training, costs, R&D, deployment of innov ativ e
measures on-farm and scaling up supply chains

High uptake of
low carbon
farming
practices e.g.
liv estock
breeding

Annual
afforestation of
30kha by 2025;
50kha betw een
2035 and 2050

Energy crop
planting
reaches 30kha
by 2035; and
0.7 million
hectares by
2050.
Agricult ure and land use

Peatland area
restored rises
from current 25%
to 58% by 2035
and 79% by 2050

10% agro-forestry
on cropland and
grassland
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Individual action in the Sixth Carbon Budget

Residential Buildings

Res idential Buildings
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Residential buildings
By changing our behaviour we have potential to make a significant and immediate difference to
our energy use, bills and carbon emissions
Operating costs in existing homes, Balanced Net Zero Pathway

Breakdown of energy savings from behaviour change and
energy efficiency in existing homes, Balanced Net Zero
Pathway

Floor

10%
11%

Roof

16%

Solid wall

19%

Other

22%

Behavioural

22%

Cavity wall

% of Scenario’s Total TWh Savings from
Energy Efficiency/Behavior Change

Res idential Buildings
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Residential buildings
We test the impacts of a range of explicit behaviour change measures across our scenarios

• Preheating homes
• Managing hot water use
• Smarter heating management and use
• Changing the way we buy heating
• Turning off lights

Source: Assumptions developed by Imperial College (2018) Analysis of alternative heat
decarbonisation pathways

Res idential Buildings
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Residential buildings
Wider behaviour change is also implicit in our scenarios, in the use of new technologies and the way
we use our homes
Shutters or shading
may be necessary to
avoid overheating in
hot weather

It is important we act to
ventilate our homes
properly, opening
windows at the right
times, and changing
filters where we have
mechanical ventilation

Gas cooking
technologies w ill also
need to change and in
some areas a shift to
electric may be
needed

Some low -carbon
technologies such as heat
pumps operate differently
to other forms of heating

Res idential Buildings
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www.theccc.org.uk
@theCCCuk

#ClimateAssemblyUK

About Climate Assembly UK
• Citizens assemblies offer a way of understanding
informed public preferences on key issues

• Climate Assembly UK is the first UK-wide citizens’
assembly on climate change

• Commissioned by 6 Select Committees of HoC to look
at how the UK should reach its legally-binding
target of net zero emissions by 2050, because of the
impact these decisions will have on people’s lives.

• It provides a new and valuable body of evidence
about public preferences for how to get to net zero

o Assembly members (108 in total) were representative of wider UK population
in terms of demographics, geography, and levels of concern about climate
change;

o Met over six weekends in 2020 to learn about issues, consider them in-depth
and make recommendations.

Issues the assembly considered

2.

Underpinning principles for the path to net
zero
How we travel on land

3.

How we travel by air

4.

Heat and energy use in the home

5.
6.

What we eat and how we use the land
What we buy

7.

Where our electricity comes from

8.

Greenhouse gas removals

1.

Covid-19, recovery and the path to net zero
10. Additional recommendations
9.

Summary of
recommendations

Opening statement
• Fairness (regions, incomes, sectors, preferences);
• Taking advantage of co-benefits for local high streets,
health, economy, biodiversity, etc.;

• Maintaining freedom and choice where possible;
• Much better information and education;
• Strong leadership from government.

… all of these have
implications for designing
effective and acceptable
behaviour change policies

Surface travel

In the home

A future that minimises
restrictions on how much we
travel. An early shift to electric
vehicles and improving public
transport to make it cheaper,
reliable and more accessible.

Solutions tailored to local areas and
households with greater choice for
householders. Support for the use of
hydrogen, heat pumps and heat
networks.

Air travel

What we eat and how we use the
land

A balance between protecting
travel and lifestyles and the need to
limit growth in air passenger
numbers. Taxes on air travel that
increase as people fly more
often and as they fly further, and
investment in new, cleaner aviation
technologies
Images: thenounproject.com, Creative Commons

A future centred around local
produce and food production, a
voluntary change in diet to reduce
meat and dairy consumption by 2040%, and a “managed diversity” of
land use. Support for farmers
through the transition. Care that
changes do not disproportionately
affect the least well-off.

What we buy

Greenhouse gas removals

Businesses make less energy- and
materials-intensive products.
Individuals repair and share products
more with technical and financial
support for business. Better information
to promote informed choice, including
better labeling and information about
carbon emissions and recycling.
Measures to increase recycling.

Strong support for forestation and
better forest management,
restoring and managing peatlands
and wetlands, and using wood in
construction. Some support for
enhancing the storage of carbon
in the soil. Less support for
BECCS and DACCS.

Where our electricity comes from
Strong support for wind power
(offshore and onshore) and solar,
less support for nuclear power,
bioenergy and fossil fuels with CCS.

Covid-19
79% backed a green economic
recovery. 96% backed steps to
encourage lifestyle change.

Images: thenounproject.com, Creative Commons

#ClimateAssemblyUK

